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Abstract Over the 3-day period from 12 to 14 October, 1990, the sodium abundancein the lunar atmosphere
at 80ø South increasedby 60%, while interspersedmeasurementsat the equator showedno substantial change.
The sourceis suggestedto be an unknownmeteor shower
with a radiant near the south ecliptic pole. A low rela-

tive velocityof ,,-20 km/sec, combinedwith small particle masses,would keep the showerbelow the detectability threshold of radar. The stream could evolve from a
reasonableasteroidal or cometary orbit with perihelion

somewhatgreater than I astronomicalunit (AU) and a
major axis of a few AU. The short residencetime of lunar
sodium makes it much more favorable

than the terrestrial

sodium layer for detection of suchan event.

Table

1. MEASUREMENTS
OF LUNAR
SODIUM
ABUNDANCE

Date (1990)

Location D2 Intensity

Abundance

R

108 cm -2

9.9
11
12
10
4.4,3.8•

29 Aug
12 Oct
13 Oct
14 Oct
12 Oct

equator
equator
equator
equator
80 S

3700
3400
3700
2800
1000

13 Oct
14 Oct
13 Oct

80 S
80 S
80 N

1400
2200
1000

4.9
6.5
4.3

Introduction

In the courseof studying a body of data on lunar
sodiumand potassiumacquiredsince1988 [c/'. Tyler et
ed.,1988;Kozlowskiet ed.,1990],we noticeda remarkable
increase of the sodium

abundance

at 80øS latitude

•The two valuesshownfor 12 Oct, 8OS,representdifferent
assumedscale heights.
20

,

dur-

ing a 3-day period. Much more detail is given in a paper
submittedto Icarus [A.L. Sprague,R.W.H. Kozlowski,
D.M. Hunten, W.K. Wells, and F.A. Grosse, "Sodium
and potassium atmosphereof the Moon and its interac-

tion with the surface"].Although34 nightswerespentat
the telescope,the sodiumdata set is limited to 12 profiles
obtained on 7 nights. The only contiguousdata are for
the period 12 - 14 October 1990, and we concentratehere
on this period. The results, along with one measurement
taken 2 monthsearlier, are shownin Table I and Figure 1.
Duringthe three days,the abundance(integratedcolumn

density)at the equatorremainedwithin a rangeof 4-9%
and consistentwith earlier results, while the amount near
the south pole increaseda fac.torof 2. One measurement
near the other pole agreedwith the initial southernvalue.
We believe that the stability of the calibration is -t-10%;
the absoluteuncertainty, not an issuefor the presentpur-

pose,is probably 4-20%. These estimatesare consistent
with the stability of the equatorial results shown, which
undoubtedly also reflect a certain amount of real variability.
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Fig. 1. SodiumabundancesduringOctober1990;a measurementfrom August is includedto indicate the stability

of the photometryand of the equatorial(E) atmosphere.
Units are 108 atoms cm-2 referred to the local vertical.

Over three days, the southern(S) abundancedoubled,
and on the middleday the northern(N) abundancewas
still low. A logarithmic scale is used to emphasizerelative changes. The 2rr error limits are estimated to be
4-10% for eachpoint, although the absolutecalibrations
may be somewhat more uncertain.

Observations

Observations were made at the 153 cm Catalina tele-

scopeof the University of Arizona Observatories,with

a Cassegraindchellespectrograph[Cunninghamet ed.,
1988; Hunten et ed., 1991] and CCD detector;the resolvingpower A/AA, where AA is the line width, was
about 105 and the spatialcoveragealongthe slit about
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140 km at the distance of the Moon.

Copyright1991by the AmericanGeophysical
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was at right anglesto the local lunar limb, and the image
of the limb was placed at the end of the slit. The'rest
of the slit probed the atmosphereto the 140 km height
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For the results dis-

cussedhere, the instrument was rotated so that the slit
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mentionedabove. This geometryenhancesthe observed
intensity by a long, horizontal path length. Data process-

ing wasdonewith the programIRAF runningon Sunand

Shower on the Moon

crease is a meteor

shower with

a radiant

near the south

pole. The flux to the surfacewouldfall off approximately
asthe cosineof the angulardistancefrom the sub-radiant

Solbourne computers. Intensity calibrations were taken
from Jupiter's North Tropical Zone, assumedto have an
intensity of 5.3 Megarayleighsper Angstrom. Each exposure must have a backgroundsubtracted and be ratioed to a flat field. A referencespectrum from the lunar

point (as long as deflectionby lunar gravity is not too
large),and wouldthereforebe nearlyzeroat distancesof

disk is then

measurementsfrom orbit gave evidencefor regionalde-

normalized

and subtracted

to leave the at-

90ø and greater.
Another possibilityis a sporadicincreasein localized

degassing
throughthe regolith [Sprague,1990]. Apollo

mosphericemissionlines. The intensitiesshownin Table
1 are observedjust above the limb of the Moon. A scale
height is derivedfrom the data at higher altitudes and is

gassingof radon [Bjorkholmet al., 1973]and possiblya
mixture of nitrogenand oxygen[Hodgeset al., 1974].
A 250-day seriesof argon data from the landed mass

then used to convert the intensities

spectrometershoweda variation by a factor • 2. Becausethe time scale of the variations was comparable to

to the vertical

column

abundances.Becausethesescaleheightsvary somewhat,
there is not an exact one-to-one correspondencebetween
the horizontal intensity and the vertical abundance.
Discussion

The principal sourceof sodium is believed to be vaporization from the regolith by impact of small mete-

oroids[Morganet al., 1989]. An important sink is photoionization followed by rapid acceleration in the motional

electric

field of the solar wind.

The ions are either

swept away into interplanetary space or rammed back
into

the surface.

and will

Other

sinks are less well established

not be considered

here.

On release from

the

the residencetime (whichis muchlongerfor argonthan
sodium),changesin the sourcestrengthmust havebeen
muchgreater[Hodges,1975]. The largestmoonquake
reportedby Nakamuraet al. [1979],on March13, 1973,was
near the south pole and may have been correlatedwith
an argonrelease.Other seismiceventsare discussed
by
Oberstand Nakamura[1991].Sputteringby ionsor solar
photonswould be concentratednear the subsolarpoint,
and reduced by cos 80ø= 0.17 at the observedlatitude;
moreover,they are expectedto be steady,and the latter
is better considereda recyclingmechanismthan a source.
There was no solar proton event during the relevant period.

Here we will

concentrate

on the meteoric

source

dayside surface, an atmospheric atom executesballistic
orbits with a typical hop time of 20 min. and is likely to
be adsorbedwhen it reachesthe surface. After spending

and attempt to showthat it is feasible.
The comprehensiveradar searchfrom Australia by

a variabletime (secondsto minutes)on the surfaceit is

has a radiant on the equator, and the rest are in the
northern hemisphere.Although this result is disappoint-

desorbedby a solar photon and undergoesanother hop;
there is also significantthermal desorptionnear the subsolar point, but it is not important for the data discussed
here. The mean lifetime against photoionization is 14
hours; the mean number of hops is therefore42, which
may be reducedby the escapeof atomsin the high-energy
tail. Not all workersin the field agreeon these details,
but most of them do not affect the present discussion.
In this scenario, the obvious latitude variation of
abundance is caused by variable partitioning between
atoms in the atmosphere and adsorbed on the surface;

Nilsson[1964]found 7 meteor showersin October;one
ing, there are almost certainly many undetectedshowers. As a reviewer has pointed out, there are also wellknown examples of particle streams that are too young
to have been dispersedall the way around the orbit; such
a stream

could have been missed

in Nilsson's

13-month

survey. Visual or radio detectability of meteors depends
sensitively on the velocity and is also proportional to

the mass. Hughes[1978, p. 154] concludesthat "only
•3.5 per cent of the massincident[onthe Earth] in the

10-6g < m < 10-2g rangeis observed
by radar";the as-

the meteoroidal source is assumed to be isotropic. At

sumed reason is that

80ø latitude, the projectedsolarflux is 17% of the value
at the subsolarpoint; for the equatorial points, this percentagevariesbetween95 and 75% over the three-day
period. The fraction of the total inventorylying on the
surfaceis thereforemuchlarger in the polar regions.We

geocentricvelocitiesthat they produce insufficientionization for detection". The typical sporadic meteoroid is
deducedto be around 150 ttm acrossand to have an entry
velocityonly a few km/sec greaterthan the escapespeed.
Their orbits therefore must have been nearly circular and
of low inclination, with a nearly isotropicgeocentricvelocity. These orbits match rather well the expectedresult
of evolutionthrough Poynting-Robertsondrag, described
below, as long as the initial orbits had small inclinations

assume that the normal abundance at 80ø is 4.1 x l0 s

atomscm-2, the averageof the singlenorthernpoint and
the first southernone, and that the increaseof abundance
in the south is the result of a special event, namely an
enhanced meteoroid flux. There is no way to test these
assumptionswithout further data, whichwe do not have.

Acquiringenoughdata for a real test is likely to require
at least two years, if not more. The hypothesisis presentedto stimulate additional thought and observations
by others.
It therefore appears that the strength of the dominant source doubled in the south polar region over a
period of 2 days. If meteoritic impact is this dominant
sourcefor alkalis, the most likely explanation of an in-

the undetected

ones "have such low

[Sandford,1986]. We suggestthat there may be a large
number of particle streams that have not been detected
by visual or radar methods becausethey have orbital parameters similar to the sporadic particles. Specifically,
most dust streamsof asteroidalorigin would be expected

to be in suchorbits [Sandford,1986].
As a specificexample for illustration, we assumethat
the lunar

meteoroid

stream

is in a circular

orbit

with

an

inclination of 37ø, chosento give a velocity relative to
the Earth and Moon of 20 km/sec from a directionnear
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the south pole. Another equally plausible orbit reaches
perihelion at 1 AU, with northward, eastward, and ra-

dial velocitycomponents
of 20, 30, and 0 km/sec;in the
Earth-Moonreferenceframe only the northwardcomponent remains. The orbital velocityis 36 km/sec, the
inclination 34ø, the eccentricity 0.44, and the aphelion
distance 2.57 AU. Other reasonable orbits might have
smaller inclinations and impact velocities and be consistent with an asteroidalorigin.
Streamsof this sort would have evolvedby PoyntingRobertson drag from an eccentriccometary or asteroidal
orbit with the same inclination but a larger perihelion

[Wyatt and Whipple, 1950; Sykesand Greenberg,1986;
Sandford, 1986]. This evolutionresemblesthat of an
Earth-orbitingsatellite(Figure 2). Sincethe dragis concentrated near perihelion, the aphelion distance and eccentricity decreasewith little changein perihelion until
the orbit is nearly circular; then the orbit shrinks into
the Sun. The inclination remains essentiallyunchanged,
although the plane of the orbit doesprecess.The rate of
evolution is proportional to the ratio of surface area to
mass, and therefore varies inversely as the radius. If the

2103

Most particle streamsof asteroidalorigin will have direct
orbits, such as the examples presentedabove, and must
catch up to the Earth with a modest relative velocity.
It remains to show that the required flux in our postulated

shower

is reasonable.

With

their

low encounter

velocity, the particles can be assumed to eject sodium
from the lunar surface with the same efficiencyas the
sporadicparticles. Sincethe showerdoublesthe sodium
abundancein the south polar region, its flux must be

equalto the sporadicflux. Althoughthis flux is uncertain, the estimateof Hughes[1974]showsit asexceeding
that of the Quadrantidsby a factor 3. Most populations
in spacehavetheir massconcentrated
in smallparticles,
and this excessis very reasonable. The required factor
would be reduced if the sodium originatesin the meteoroids rather than the lunar soil, and if the sodium content of the showerparticlesis greaterthan in the sporadic
influx.

The sodium in the layer at the Earth's mesopause
has a residence time of order 10 days, and the abun-

danceis dominatedby the sporadicbackground,as the
figuresin the previousparagraphillustrate. Detectionof

radiusis 0.1 mm and the density3.0 gcm -3, the time
meteor-related enhancements should be much easier on
scaleis up to 107y, depending
on the initialeccentricity. the Moon, where the residencetime is only half a day;
For the circular orbit suggestedabove, the smallest paron Earth they are greatly diluted and only a handful of
ticles, with their rapid evolution, may have just reached
eventshaveever been reported [e.g. Kirchhoffand Takathe Earth's orbit, while larger onesare trailing behind.
hashi, 1984].
Both the small massesand the low velocity put the ones
Monitoring of the lunar atmospheretherefore has
that reach the Earth below the radar threshold.
the potential of revealingmeteor streamsthat currently

i

LATER

Fig. 2. Sketchof the orbital evolutionarypath of debris
released from a comet or asteroid with an initial

semi-

cannot be detected in any other way; alternatively, it
may refute the hypothesispresentedhere. However,such
monitoringis not really feasiblewith the heavy,complex
equipmentand substantialtelescopethat were used for
the present study. A smaller telescopewith the same
f/number would produce an image of the lunar atmospherewith a smaller scaleand the samesurfacebrightness. Although it could not carry our 200-kg spectrograph, a couddfeed would do the job. Another problem is the elaborate data analysisrequired to removethe
scattered light from the bright lunar surface. The intensity of this backgroundcould be reducedby coronagraphicoptics, already used successfully
by Mendillo et

major axis of 2.8 astronomical units. Becausethe rate of

al. [1990,1991]for similarstudiesof distantJovianand

evolutionis inverselyproportionalto size,largerparticles

lunar sodium. Measurements just above the limb may
still require a spectrographto discriminate against the
scatteredlight.

will remain essentiallyin the initial orbit, while orbits of
the smalleronesfirst becomecircular and then rapidly
shrink.

The required flux in the lunar showermay be derived by comparison with known values for the Earth.
Although these are somewhataffectedby gravitational
focusing, most of the differenceswill cancel out when
they are appliedto the lessmassiveMoon. Accordingto

Hughes[1974,1978],the sporadicflux to the Earth is 44
metrictonnesper day or 10 x 10-17 gcm-2 sec-•, and
the peak fluxes of the Geminids, Quadrantids, and Per-

seidsare2.4, 3.3, and0.28in unitsof 10-17 gcm-2 sec-1 .
Thesestreamsmust be relatively young,becausethe duration of the showersis a few days or less,and they are
in eccentricorbits giving entry velocitiesof 35, 41, and
60 kin/sec. Becauseof thesehigh velocitiesthey are a selected set, highly visible and easily detectableby radar.
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